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The Pledge of Allegiance was the origin of the Nazi salute and Nazi behavior. Under Germany's Nazis, the swastika symbol was crossed "S"
letters for "SOCIALIST" (for the National Socialist German Workers Party). Those are only two of the amazing discoveries in this blockbuster
that have been left out of similar books on this topic. This blood drenched book offers eye-popping new analysis of the origins of fascism and
explores the discoveries of the historian Dr. Rex Curry. Replacing conveniently manufactured myths with surprising research, the author
Micky Barnetti reminds us of the history of robotic chanting en masse and on cue, accompanied by violence for anyone who refused to
submit. Discover the secret of how the military salute was the origin of the fascist salute. Study the Wholecaust (of which the Holocaust was a
part). Learn how the word "Fascist" is related to the word "faggot." Calling someone a fascist is the fastest way to shut someone up, defining
their views as beyond the pale. But who are the real fascists in our midst? According to the author Micky Barnetti, the pledge remains the first
fascist bullying that begins each day in government schools (fascist schools) in Police State USA. The quintessential Liberal Fascist isn't an
SS storm trooper; it is a public school teacher brainwashing children every day for 12 years of their lives. These revelations may sound odd to
modern ears, but that is because we have forgotten what fascism is. In this smart, contentious book, Barnetti turns our preconceptions upside
down and shows us the unvarnished meaning of Liberal Fascism. Find out why, if the truth were taught about the Pledge of Allegiance, then
everyone (other than fascist kooks) would refuse to perform Francis Bellamy's quotidian mechanical ritual. The fascist salute was performed
by public officials in the USA from 1892 through 1942. What happened to the photographs and films of the American fascist salute performed
by federal, state, county, and local officials? Those photos and films are rare because people don't want to know the truth. Public officials in
the USA who preceded the Adolf Hitler and the Benito Mussolini were sources for the stiff-armed salute (and robotic chanting) in those
countries and other foreign countries. Explore how the "ancient Roman salute" myth originated from the city of Rome in the state of New York
(not Italy), Francis Bellamy's hometown. Learn about Mussolini's strange gift to the city of Rome, NY: a statue of two human male infants
suckling on a female wolf. That statue remains on display in Rome, NY. Find out who you are, what you are, and how you got to be that way.
Also learn who you should blame: your government's schools (fascist schools). Remove the pledge from the flag; remove flags from schools;
remove schools from government. The Pointer Institute proudly presents another news-breaking volume from the Dead Writers Club (DWC)
and Micky Barnetti. A portion of the proceeds of the sale of this book will aid the "Stop the Pledge Foundation" to liberate children and adults
from the Pledge of Allegiance. For more information, write to: pledge-of-allegiance@earthlink.net Topic of the book include these and more:
Everything You Know About Fascism Is Wrong American Fascist Francis Bellamy Edward Bellamy's Fascism Fascist Salutes & the Pledge of
Allegiance Flags of Fascism? Freemasonry, Fascism, & Francis Bellamy Nazis & Masons Swastikas & Fascism Fascism's Wholecaust &
Holocaust Nazism & American Fascism Adolf Hitler: Man of Socialism Mussolini: The Father of Fascism August Landmesser & other Fascist
Victims Schools & Pledges: We're All Fascists Now Research Exposing Liberal Fascism Stop Fascism in the USA
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????????????????????,?????,???,????????????????,??????????????????.???????,?????????????????????.
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?????????????? ??????????????????? ========== ?????……?????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????James M.
McPherson? ?????????The New York Times Book Review? ????????……???????????……??????????????????? ????????Michiko Kakutani?
???????The New York Times? ???????????????????? ????????????Douglas Brinkley? ?????????The Boston Globe?
???????……??????????????????????? ??????????John Rhodehamel? ????????Los Angeles Times? ????……?????????????? ?????????Jay
Winik? ????????The Wall Street Journal? ?????????????????????????????????????????…… ?????????Allen C. Guelzo? ????????The
Washington Post? ????????????????? ???????Bookmarks??? ========== Team of Rivals ??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????EQ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????The first reading of the Emancipation
Proclamation before the cabinet????????????Francis Carpenter????????????????????Edwin McMasters Stanton?????????Salmon Portland
Chase???????????????Gideon Welles??????????Caleb Blood Smith?????????????William Henry Seward?????????????Montgomery
Blair?????????Edward Bates??
???????????????????,?????????????.?????????????,??,??,??,???????????.
Draws parallels between the fascism of the 1930s and the liberalism of the present, arguing that liberal politicians from Woodrow Wilson to
Hillary Clinton have espoused policies and principles similar to those of Hitler's National Socialism.
Simplified Chinese edition of No Easy Day: The Firsthand Account of the Mission That Killed Osama Bin Laden - a New York Times
bestseller. In Simplified Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not at times crackpot!), original and musing book
reviews of "Liberal Fascism: The Secret History of the American Left." Don't say we didn't warn you: these reviews are known to shock with
their unconventionality or intimacy. Some may be startled by their biting sincerity; others may be spellbound by their unbridled flights of
fantasy. Don't buy this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've heard it all.
??????19????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????
We are at a crossroads in our nation s history and presented with two distinct choices; liberty or tyranny. We either believe in American
exceptionalism and the founding principle that man can rule himself. Or we choose a style of governance that centrally plans our very
existence. We either believe in the principles espoused by Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Franklin, et al...or we believe in the principles
espoused by Marx, Engels, Bismarck, Lenin, et al... Following The Constitutional Convention, Benjamin Franklin said we have a Republic if
we can keep it. A warning against apathy and a call to arms that freedom requires eternal vigilance. Reagan planted his flag and asked, if not
us who, if not now, when? We are presented with a choice, between a style of government whereby the power is derived from the people and
a style of government that usurps all power from the governed. Progressivism is a villainous perfidy and a style of government completely
antithetical to our founding principles.
Nonfiction. 408 pages (includes notes and index). This is the book our two major political parties hope you won't read. Should you ignore their
wishes, you'll discover how the path they have charted is leading the US into the same abyss Germany found in the 1930s. As we've traveled
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down this path, the signs we were headed in the wrong direction have been as recognizable as in that country as it languished under
authoritarian rule. Free speech has been suppressed, democracy has been dismantled and politically correct views inimical to popular
preferences have been imposed through judicial and bureaucratic decree. Read the book and find out more...... Learn the identity of our
nation's first authoritarian leader, discover who were the forerunners of American fascism and who are the new despised minorities in the US
and modern analogues to the German Jews of the Nazi Era. SUBJECT KEYWORDS: the secret history, national review online, jonah
goldberg, facists, what is fascism, liberal fascism, about the bible, american fascism, nazis, the nazi party, german nazi, fascism in the United
States, neonazi, nazi concentration camps, nazi camps, the nazi, what is nazi, nazism, hitler nazi, nazi and jews, nazi holocaust, wwii,
worldwar2, second world war, the nazis, reich, america story of us, facist, hitler, hitler death, bible, about the bible, world war 2, world war ii,
world war two, ww2, world war 1, world war 2, adolph hitler, nazism, holocaust, the holocaust, the third reich, national socialist, eva braun,
auschwitz, concentration camps, where is auschwitz, what is auschwitz.
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????????????????????????? ????81????????????????????????? ????45???????????????????????????????Andrew Haigh???????BBC
TWO?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Colin Farrell?????????????????????????Jack
O’Connell????????????????????????????????????????????81??????????????????????? ???? ?
?????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ???????Ian McGuire?1964- ?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Hull??????????????University of Manchester???????????University of
Virginia????????????????????????????????????????????????????Incredible Bodies????????????????? ???? ???
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????2018 Openbook????????
???????????2021.9.16????? ??????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ——???????????????????????——
???????????????????????????????????????????????????——?????? ???????????????? ?????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ??????????????????????? ???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????21
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
????????????13?????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ???????Frank Herbert ????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????1952???????????????????????????????????1965???????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????? ???? ?? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
These volumes chronicle both the historical significance and political deconstruction that the Progressive Age has continuously perpetrated
against society, even to this day. These collected essays, articles, and Socratic dialogues are collected from the weekly columns written by
the author for WorldNetDaily.com, an independent conservative news website.
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????T????Jacob T. Levy????????McGill
University??? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ??????????????? ????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Jason
Brennan???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
???????????,?????????????????????????,??????????,?????????????????????,?????
PRISON PLANET: You are incarcerated. What can you do to escape? The Pointer Institute points the way out with this
new blockbuster from the author Ian Tinny and the famous Dead Writers Club. Revelations that TV, radio, newspapers,
public schools, and public officials will never tell you or anyone - (1). Fascist behavior and the Third Reich's stiff-armed
gesture originated in the USA's Pledge of Allegiance to the flag and in government schools (socialist schools). (2).
Swastikas, although they were ancient symbols, were altered by Adolf Hitler and used to represent crossed "S" letter
shapes for "SOCIALISM." Every page explains the mind-blowing work of that rock star of historical research, Dr. Rex
Curry, also known as the "Libertarian Lawyer." Discover secrets about how to fight the police state and its constant
spread. Learn how to protect yourself. Don't pledge allegiance: Declare your independence. Tell the so-called authorities:
"You are a public servant. I am not." The key to your cell door is hidden inside this book, along with written instructions
about the plan. Your getaway car awaits if you trick the vicious dogs and evade the police. End your punishment! This
whirlwind examines agnotology (the study of the spread of ignorance). Agnotology is the study of wilful acts to spread
confusion and deceit, usually to steal more money (taxation) or to increase the size of government (socialism). Learn how
politicians and government spread ignorance and obfuscate knowledge. They engage in the deliberate propagation of
ignorance. Ian Tinny explores how powerful statists promote ignorance to sell their socialism. Ignorance is power… and
agnotology is about the deliberate creation of ignorance. When you delve into agnotology, you discover a secret world of
classified science. Historians should give this more attention. Learn the truth. That government and news outlets overflow
with shameless liars is not only a reflection on them, it is also a reflection on us. When people want fiction, then only liars
can suffice. When stupid people do something they are ashamed of, they always declare that it is their patriotic duty.
Each chapter is filled to the brim with jaw-dropping news, including: Police State Origins; America’s 3rd Riech; Pledge of
Allegiance Fascism; USA & Confederacy Vexillology; Freemasons & Authoritarians: USA’s Prison in Deutschland;
Swastikas as "S" letters & VW, SS; Holocaust & Wholecaust Deaths; Mein Kampf Word Analysis; Hitler's Socialist
Signature; Mussolini’s Prison Planet; America’s August Landmesser; Bellamy Goose Steps in the U.S.; Analysis of the
Prison Planet; Fight the Prison; Uncovering Police Dog Fraud; Narcotics Dog Training; Illinois’ Prison Planet; Sniffer Dog
Research; Guns & the Prison Planet; To Not See Nazi Socialism; Training Dogs & Lizards; Socialist Programs;
Woodman Spare that $10 Tree; Tree Laws Kill Trees; Cops in the Prison Planet; Prison Schools; Triangle Shirtwaist
Factory Fire; Soviet Socialist Poetry.
In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not at times crackpot!), original
and musing book reviews of "Liberal Fascism: The Secret History of the American Left, From Mussolini to the Politics of
Meaning." Don't say we didn't warn you: these reviews are known to shock with their unconventionality or intimacy. Some
may be startled by their biting sincerity; others may be spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book
if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've heard it all.
Den konservative kommentator gør op med begreberne højre og venstre i det politiske spektrum.
??????????????????????1942-1945???????????.
The Journal of Bloglandia, volume 1, issue 1, is a collection of the following blog essays: On Essays by Paul M.
Rodriguez, Liberal Fascism: An Interesting Moral Question by Steve Gimbel, Paint Splatters & Pixie Dust by Dan Kelly,
Ten Dates of Christmas? Ten Lords A Leaping: The Gallant Mariner by Deborah Teasdale, Vanity by Susan O'Doherty,
The Pillory of Hillary by Becki Jayne Harrelson, Reparation... by TJ Bryan, Richer Than The Sum Of My Skirt by Birdie C.
Jaworski, The Music's Between Us by Kathy Moseley, How to Scare People With Statistics by Tom Good, Red Lipstick
by Eva Lake, Barbarella: A Woman of her Time? by Patti Martinson, An Invert's Manifesto by Chad Denton, Roadtripping
by Molly Kiely. Enjoy!
??????????????,???????????????????:????????????????????????????
Beck explores what he sees as the brutal history of progressivism and its dangers for our future.
??·???(1903-1950),????????????,??????????,????????.?????????????,?????????????????????.?????????????.???????
???????????????????,??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????.
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????????????Coriolanus?????????????????????????????????1605??1608????????????????????????????????????? ??????
"Third Reich" is a term used by so-called scholars and news journalists (and Wikipedia posters) to hide the fact that Adolf Hitler
called his regime "Socialism," according to author Ian Tinny. His book reveals the amazing discoveries of the symbologist Dr. Rex
Curry including: That scholars, journalists (and wakipedia) cite no example of Hitler ever using the term "Third Reich." Other
writers use the terms "Nazi" and "Fascist" and "Third Reich" as if Hitler tossed them around all the time. Dr. Curry shows that those
terms were not used as self-identifiers by the self-avowed socialist Hitler. And here are more revelations: (1) Swastikas
represented crossed "S" letters for "SOCIALISTS" under Adolf Hitler; (2) Nazi salutes and Nazi behavior originated from the USA's
Pledge of Allegiance to the flag; (3) The Nazi salute came from the military salute (as used in the original Pledge of Allegiance in
the USA); (4) Hitler's book Mein Kampf does not contain the word "Nazi" in any form; (5) Mein Kampf does not contain the phrase
"Third Reich"; (6) Mein Kampf does not contain the word "Fascist" ever as a self reference by Hitler; (7) Mein Kampf does not
contain a single use of the word "swastika"; (8) Nazis did not call their symbol a "swastika"; (9) Swastikas represented crossed "S"
letters for "SOCIALISTS" under Hitler; (10) Nazi salutes and Nazi behavior originated from the USA's Pledge of Allegiance to the
flag; (11) The Nazi salute came from the military salute (as used in the original Pledge of Allegiance in the USA); (12) The word
"Fascist" is related to the word "faggot"; (13) Vienna, Austria (Hitler was born in Austria) is the origin of the word "wiener"; (14) The
word "Kampf" in Hitler's "Mein Kampf" is related to these words: campaign, champagne, champignon, champion, champ, camp,
and campus; (15) Learn about the socialist Wholecaust (of which the Holocaust was a part); The Third Reich salute was
performed by public officials in the USA from 1892 through 1942. What happened to the photographs and films of the American
fascist salute performed by federal, state, county, and local officials? Those photos and films are rare because people don't want
to know the truth. Public officials in the USA who preceded the Adolf Hitler and the Benito Mussolini were sources for the stiffarmed salute (and robotic chanting) in those countries and other foreign countries. Explore how the "ancient Roman salute" myth
originated from the city of Rome in the state of New York (not Italy), Francis Bellamy's hometown. Learn about Mussolini's strange
gift to the city of Rome, NY: a statue of two human male infants suckling on a female wolf. That statue remains on display in
Rome, NY. Replacing conveniently manufactured myths with surprising research, Tinny reminds us of the history of robotic
chanting en masse and on cue, accompanied by violence for anyone who refused to submit. Who are the real Nazis in our midst?
According to the author Ian Tinny, the quintessential Nazi isn't an SS storm trooper anymore; it is a public school teacher
brainwashing children every day for 12 years of their lives. The pledge remains the first bullying that begins each day in
government schools (socialist schools) in Police State USA. Find out why, if the truth were taught about the Pledge of Allegiance,
then everyone (other than fascist kooks) would refuse to perform Francis Bellamy's quotidian mechanical ritual. Remove the
pledge from the flag; remove the flag from schools; remove schools from government. The Pointer Institute proudly presents
another news-breaking volume from the Dead Writers Club (DWC) and Ian Tinny and the new academic fields of Anarchaeology
and Misanthropology. A portion of the proceeds of the sale of this book will aid the "Stop the Pledge Foundation" to liberate
children and adults from the Pledge of Allegiance in the USA. For more information please write to: pledge-ofallegiance@earthlink.net
THE FACTS. THE FUTURE. THE FIGHT TO FIX AMERICA— BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE. In the words of Harvard economist Niall
Ferguson, the United States is “an empire on the edge of chaos.” Why? Glenn Beck thinks the answer is pretty simple: Because
we’ve turned our backs on the Constitution. Yes, our country is financially broke, but that’s just a side effect of our broken spirit,
our broken faith in government, the broken promises by our leaders, and a broken political system that has centralized power at
the expense of individual rights. There is a lot of work ahead, but we can’t move forward until we first understand how we got
here. Starting with the American Revolution, Glenn takes readers on an express train through 234 years of history, culminating
with the Great Recession and the bipartisan recklessness of Presidents Bush and Obama. It’s the history lesson we all wished
we’d had in school. (Did you know, for example, that FDR once made a key New Deal policy decision based on his lucky
number?) Along the way, you’ll see how everything you thought you knew about the political parties is a lie, how Democrats and
Republicans alike used to fight for minimum government and maximum freedom, and how both parties have been taken over by a
cancer called “progressivism.” By the end, you’ll understand why no president, no congress and no court can fix this problem
alone. Looking toward them for answers is like looking toward the ocean for drinking water— it looks promising, but the end result is
catastrophic. After revealing the trail of lies that brought us here, Broke exposes the truth about what we’re really facing. Most
people have seen pieces of the puzzle, but very few have ever seen the whole picture—and for very good reason: Our leaders have
done everything in their power to hide it. If Americans understood how dire things really are, they would be demanding radical
reform right now. Despite the rhetoric, that’s not the kind of change our politicians really believe in. Finally, Broke provides the
hope that comes with knowing the truth. Once you see what we’re really up against, it’s much easier to develop a realistic plan.
To fix ourselves financially, Glenn argues, we have to fix ourselves first. That means some serious introspection and, ultimately, a
series of actions that will unite all Americans around the concept of shared sacrifice. After all, this generation may not be asked to
storm beaches, but we are being asked to do something just as critical to preserving freedom. Packed with great stories from
history, chalkboard-style teachable moments, custom illustrations, and Glenn Beck’s trademark combination of entertainment and
enlightenment, Broke makes the case that when you’re traveling in the wrong direction, slight course corrections won’t cut it—you
need to take drastic action. Through a return to individual rights, an uncompromising adherence to the Constitution, and a
complete rethinking about the role of government in a free society, Glenn exposes the idea of “transformation” for the progressive
smokescreen that it is, and instead builds a compelling case that restoration is the only way forward.
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